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Q. In light of the new administration and its expressed views on
regulation, do you expect any of the Dodd-Frank executive compensation
rules to change?
A: I suspect those regulations that have not been finalized (seven years later!) will
either be modified or delayed. I don’t see the pay-versus-performance or clawback
rules going into effect as currently proposed. The most controversial compensation
rule—the CEO Pay Ratio—seemed to be a high risk candidate for
extinction earlier this year when the SEC requested yet additional
comment on hardships caused by the rule. However, with only six months
before the rule is to go into effect, there’s been no action. Proxies based
on this year’s compensation are going to require the disclosure unless
something happens very quickly in Congress. At this point in time, I would
very strongly encourage companies to prepare for this disclosure if they haven’t
already started.
There are some compensation regulations under Dodd-Frank that are unlikely to
change much. Regulations that are well ingrained into the landscape and/or have
been finalized for many years—say-on-pay, say-on-frequency, hedging/pledging,
or the compensation committee independence rules—are not at risk of repeal or
change. Even if these concepts were no longer codified, they are now so embedded
in corporate governance standards that repeal of the law wouldn’t have much of an
impact on actual practices. The fact is, law or no law, these rules have created open
and frequent shareholder dialogs, which is beneficial.

Q. Outside of Dodd-Frank, what is the biggest unknown right now relating
to executive compensation rules?
A: Changes to the tax code could significantly impact how we structure
compensation. For example, if the 162(m) exemption for performance-based awards
were no longer in effect, we could see a rise in guaranteed compensation and a
shift away from the vehicles of performance-based pay although the tax benefits of
doing so may be outweighed by institutional investor preference for performance
vehicles. Similarly, a repeal of the alternative minimum tax could result in a renewed
interest in granting incentive stock options.
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Q. Is there any regulation that you think would be beneficial for your
clients?
A: Believe it or not, yes! We are curious to see whether or not this administration
addresses some of the inherent conflicts that have grown in the proxy advisory
services industry. The time is ripe for enhanced disclosure in this area. These
firms are entrenched in the business of reviewing governance, but now are also
deeply involved on the consulting side. Many of our clients strongly believe the firms
have overstepped their bounds and should be subject to oversight. Even without
regulation, however, we’ve seen many compensation committees pushing back on
the one-size-fits-all mentality that emerged as a result of Dodd-Frank and
proxy advisor influence. We think boards understand that at the end of
the day compensation must be aligned with long-term company strategy—
period.
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